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ABSTRACT

 Can CNN improve s.o.a. object detection results?

 Yes, it helps by learning rich representations which can then be 

combined with computer vision techniques.

 Can we understand what does a CNN learn?

 Sort of!, we can check which positive (or negative) image regions 

stimulates a neuron the most

 It will evaluate different layers of the method

 Experiments on segmentation

 mAP on VOC 2007: 48% !



APPROACH



REGION PROPOSALS

 over segmentation (initial regions)

 bottom-up grouping at multiple scales

 Diversifications (different region 

proposals, similarity for grouping,…)

 Enables computationally expensive 

methods

 Potentially reduce false positives



CNN PRE-TRAINING

 Rectified non-linearity

 Local Response Normalization

 Overlapping max pooling

 5 convolutional layers 

 2 fully connected layers

 Softmax

 Drop out

 224x224x3 input 

 ImageNet samples



CNN FINE-TUNING

 lower learning rate (1/100)

 only pascal image regions

 128 patch per image

 Positives: overlap >= 0.5, Negative otherwise





LEARNING CLASSIFIER

 Positives: full patches

 Negatives: overlap < 0.3 (very important!)

 Linear SVM per each class

 Standard hard negative mining

 Pre-computed and saved features



TIMING

 Training SVM for all classes on a single core takes 1.5 hours

 Extracting feature for a window on GPU takes 5 ms

 Inference requires a matrix multiplication, for 100K classes it takes 

10 secs

 Compared to Google Dean et al. paper (CVPR best paper):  16% 
mAP in 5 minutes. Here 48% in about 1 minute!



DETECTION RESULTS

 Pascal 2010

 UVA uses the same region proposals with large combined 
descriptors and HIK SVM



VISUALIZATION

 10 million held-out regions

 sort by the activation response

 potentially shows modes and invariances

 max pool layer #5 (6x6x256=9216D)



VISUALIZATION

 1- Cat (positive SVM weight) 2- Cat (negative SVM weight) 3- Sheep (Positive SVM Weight) 

 4- Person (positive SVM weight) 5,6- Some generic unit (diagonal bars, red blobs)



VISUALIZATION



VISUALIZATION



VISUALIZATION



ABLATION STUDY

 With and without fine tuning on different layers

 Pool 5 (only 6% of all parameters, out of ~60 million parmeters)

 No Color: (grayscale pascal input): 43.4%  40.1% mAP



DETECTION ERROR ANALYSIS

 Compared to DPM, more of the FPs 

come from poor localization

 Animals: fine-tuning reduces the 

confusion with other animals

 Vehicles:  fine-tuning reduces the 
confusion with other animals

amongst the high scoring FPs



DETECTION ERROR ANALYSIS

 Sensitivity is the same, but we see improvements, in general, for all of the subsets



SEGMENTATION

 CPMC region proposals

 SVR

 Compared to s.o.a. O2P 

 VOC 2011

 3 versions, full, foreground, full+foreground

 Fc6 better than fc7

 O2P takes 10 hours, CNN takes 1 hour





LEARNING AND TRANSFERRING MID-LEVEL 

IMAGE REPRESENTATIONS USING 

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Maxime Oquab, Leon Bottou, Ivan Laptev, Josef Sivic (INRIA, 

WILLOW)



APPROACH

 Dense sampling of 500 patches per image instead of segmented 

regions 

 Different positive/negative criteria

 Resampling positives to make the balance

 Classification 



FINAL RESULTS
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